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The question of how well radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology can maintain security
in business applications continues to plague both information system developers and endconsumers. Today’s RFID standards do not necessarily cover all of the desired security capabilities.
In this paper we suggest characterizing potential applications of RFID in terms of a set of primitive
functions (presence, access, transaction, matching, and proximity), each of which may require
support from security mechanisms to ensure privacy, availability, integrity, and non-repudiation
appropriately. A five-step process for assessing how well current technology meets application
needs is defined and examples of its use provided.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As interest grows in using radio-frequency identification (RFID) technology to enhance various
business applications and processes, concerns over the security implications become more important.
RFID is a wireless technology that uses a tag and a tag reader to communicate with a backend
database. Many applications use low-cost, read-only tags that transmit a serial number. Other
applications use tags that contain descriptive data that gives much more detail than a single number.
The ability to transmit larger amounts of information and the ability to transmit without being in the
line of sight give RFID technology a major advantage over barcodes and some predict that RFID
technology will one day replace bar codes (McGinty, 2004; Weis et al, 2003). Because radio waves
transmit information, RFID applications are exposed to a variety of threats such as eavesdropping,
spoofing, injection attacks, denial of service, and unreliable communication (Juels 2006; Hassan and
Chatterjee, 2006). Complete planning for business applications of RFID must include identification
of threats, provision of countermeasures, assessment of risk, and risk mitigation.
When considering application of new technologies such as RFID, cutting through the hyperbole
and excitement to examine basic characteristics and requirements of both the application and the
technology can reduce the associated risks of implementation. This paper presents an overview of the
basics for reducing the risks of using RFID. We cover: what is meant by security, how applications
use RFID, the security requirements for each RFID use, the available mechanisms for RFID security,
limitations of current standards, and a plan for evaluating proposed RFID applications against security
requirements and RFID capabilities. The focus is narrow, concentrating on the communication
between RFID tags and readers, with sample references to an abundance of news and literature.
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2. SECURITY ELEMENTS
The basic requirements for security have long been considered to consist of maintaining privacy (or
confidentiality), availability, and integrity. Recently non-repudiation has become equally important.
While it is quite unlikely that any system can be made 100% secure, identifying the threats and
assessing the risks are vital steps toward improving security. The specific threats associated with use
of RFID technology in various applications have been widely discussed in the literature (Rieback
et al, 2006c; Garfinkel et al, 2005). It is often stated that security is all about privacy, availability,
integrity, and non-repudiation or “P.A.I.N.”
Privacy means that data are not disclosed to unauthorized readers. Threats include potential for
individual identification and tracking, corporate espionage, personal data exposure, etc. (Lee and
Kim, 2006; Langheinrich, 2006).
Availability means that all system components necessary to capture and process tag data are
available and do their jobs properly/appropriately. Threats include lost or missing data, actions or
transactions refused or allowed inappropriately, inability to correlate data from multiple tagged
items, etc. (Floerkemeier, 2006; Nash et al, 2005).
Integrity means that data are accurate, consistent, and not subject to unauthorized modification.
Threats include inaccurate identification, bad counts, improper actions, inappropriate payments or
billing, etc. (Rieback et al, 2006a; Rieback et al, 2006b; Lehtonen et al, 2006).
Non-repudiation means that if a tag was read, that tag, and only that tag, must have been present
(that is, its presence cannot later be denied by either the tag holder or the reader). Threats include
lost or missing verification and improper validation due to tag forgery, cloning, replay attacks, etc.
(Ruland and Lohmann, 2007).
The sample references demonstrate that the specific threats associated with RFID technology
have been and are being addressed as they are recognized. However, proposed solutions have been
primarily discussed independently or for isolated applications. We believe a more holistic approach
to RFID security is needed to enhance understanding of the risks and improve analysis of solution
suitability to a broader range of applications.
3. RFID USES
In considering the use of RFID to support various business activities and applications, we identify
the basic functions that depend specifically on RFID technology. These highlight the additional
security concerns that must be addressed because RFID depends on active broadcast of data that
might be subject to interception, interference, interruption, or corruption as no prior identification
method could have been. Applications of RFID all employ some combination of the following
“primitive” function (presence) and three derivative functions (action, correlation, history) that use
tag data as described below.
A particular tag identifies itself to a specific reader at a particular location and time. This is the
fundamental, primitive operation underlying all uses of RFID and is known as presence. The very
concept of presence raises immediate concerns over security, encompassing all four areas of
requirements: privacy, availability, integrity, and non-repudiation. Some applications will take
advantage of presence simply by recording pertinent data from a read event. Others will find
additional processing or use of the data to be more important.
Data read from a particular tag is used to trigger a direct action. Actions are generally one of the
following:
• Access, where the particular tagged item or tag holder is permitted entry to or exit from a
controlled facility (e.g., authorized tag unlocks door for building entry – requires integrity,
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•

availability, and in some cases, non-repudiation); and
Transaction, where the particular tag allows/validates a specific monetary exchange (e.g.,
highway toll payment – requires integrity, availability, and in some cases, privacy).

Data read from two or more tags are correlated to validate/authorize, trigger, or deny some
activity. Correlation can be further divided into:
•

•

Matching, where two tags are checked to see if the combination is appropriate or permitted (e.g.,
medication intended for a specific patient arrives in the correct room for administration to that
particular patient – requires integrity, availability, and in some cases, privacy); and
Proximity, where a particular tag brought into combination with an existing set of other tags is
checked for appropriateness (e.g., one more barrel of hazardous material is placed in a storage
facility – requires availability and integrity). The new tag’s data might then be recorded to
update the context/environment for subsequent checks. Clearly, matching can be a degenerate
case of proximity checking.

The function history saves a set of data recordings for a particular tag (or set of tags) over some
period of time. The set of data is maintained for subsequent use (e.g., tracking of products through
a supply chain).
4. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
To address security completely, the key elements of an RFID application system that must be
considered are: tags, readers, middleware (coordination and management of multiple readers),
application software, database, and the end users. This paper focuses on tags and readers as critical
RFID components rather than trying to tackle the larger, more general subjects of security for
computer databases, software, hardware, networks, and users.
Identifying the security requirements of an application is the first step. Table 1 shows which
security requirements are related to each RFID function given above with the exception of history.
History is omitted because security would be provided primarily by the database environment and
thus is beyond the scope of this paper. Note that the table is based on current expectations about
how RFID might be used, and could need to be revised as other types of applications are developed.
“Yes” entries in the table indicate that the security requirement (column) applies to applications
identified in our survey of the literature and trade press using that RFID function (row), while “*”
entries indicate that the requirement depends upon the specific application use of the corresponding
function (as suggested by our survey of the literature). The table demonstrates that all applications
need availability and integrity, while some may not be concerned with privacy or non-repudiation.
Examples below provide additional explanation.
RFID FUNCTION

Presence
Access
Transaction

PRIVACY
*
Yes
Yes

SECURITY REQUIREMENTS
AVAILABILITY INTEGRITY NON-REPUD’N
Yes
Yes
*
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Matching

*

Yes

Yes

*

Proximity

*

Yes

Yes

*

Table 1: Security Requirements by RFID Application Function
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A wide range of asset management applications can be built capitalizing on the RFID presence
function. All applications need availability to be sure tags get read and integrity to ensure accurate
information. Tracking an inventory of tagged consumer products through a warehouse might not
need non-repudiation (except for goods of particularly high value), but companies concerned about
competitors tracking the flow of goods would want privacy. If the stored goods were hazardous
materials instead, privacy might be less important because their presence must often be advertised
visibly, or more important to protect details (specific materials or quantities) from potential thieves
and saboteurs. Non-repudiation might be required for a presence history to ensure a chain of
custodial accountability. Presence is also useful when a tag is applied to one half of a medical
coupler and a reader to the other half, such as coupling the feed from an oxygen tank to a patient
face mask, to ensure that the wrong type of gas cannot be mistakenly connected (Bacheldor, 2006).
It is not likely that privacy would be needed for coupling devices, but non-repudiation might be
desired to create an audit trail (history). Tracking tagged surgical items before and after an operation
would generally not need either privacy or non-repudiation if the goal was to ensure nothing got left
inside a patient. However, privacy for tracking the location of expensive, specialty medical
equipment might be desired to thwart potential theft (Xiao et al, 2006). As an enhanced version of
inventory management, supply chain management requirements for privacy depend on the specific
application but non-repudiation is likely required at the boundaries between enterprises along the
chain, to validate shipping and receiving (Ilic et al, 2007; Gao et al, 2004; Swedberg, 2006).
A different way to use RFID presence is in targeted marketing applications. For example, a store
door reader, sensing the presence of any approaching tag, could trigger broadcast or display of
general advertising messages. If the tag belonged to a store-specific brand or other item, the
message could be targeted. In Prada’s New York Epicenter store, for example, customers can
present a Prada customer card (containing an RFID chip) to signal their arrival to a preferred sales
associate (RFID Journal, 2002). Gedenim has placed kiosks in their Paris stores to provide tailored
information and services to loyalty card holders (Swedberg, 2007). Prada has also attached tags to
clothes in order to help sell the items to customers. When a customer takes an item into the fitting
room, the tag triggers a fashion show specific to that item (McGinty, 2004).
Next we consider applications that would use the RFID access function. An RFID car key could
trigger locking the vehicle after the driver door opens and the tagged car key moves beyond a onefoot external range, or trigger unlocking the vehicle as an action response to the key’s external
appearance within one foot of the door lock reader. Privacy would definitely be required, both to
protect exchanges from replay attacks and to authenticate the key with the lock (Vamosi, 2006). A
similar application would be buildings or spaces with keyless door locks, but in this case, nonrepudiation might also be needed depending on how the history of individual accesses might be
used (Collins, 2006b). A reverse application might be a retail store with door readers that sound an
alarm if a tagged retail item passes by or a home reader that sounds an alarm when a child wearing
tagged clothing crosses a home boundary limit (Duvall, 2006).
Applications that use the RFID transaction function generally focus on using a tagged item to
trigger a monetary exchange. The most common examples to date include highway toll payments
and gasoline purchases. Such applications require both privacy and non-repudiation to protect the
financial transaction (Brofman, 2006; Eckfeldt, 2005; O’Connor, 2007; McGinty, 2004).
The health care industry is one example of creative use of the RFID matching function. For
example, a hospital pharmacy can package medications for a particular patient in a tagged container
that will be checked for matching a patient ID tag before medicine is administered (Wu et al, 2005;
Wessel, 2006). In a closed hospital setting, privacy might not be needed for this application while
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non-repudiation could be used for audit purposes. If every patient (or bed) had a reader and all
hospital personnel had tagged identification, a complete history of all attending visits (e.g., doctors,
nurses, aides) could be created for each patient (Xiao et al, 2004). Again, non-repudiation could be
required for this type of tracking, while privacy would be needed only for the recorded history in
the database.
Real-time monitoring for safety is one way to use the RFID proximity function. For example,
consider the safe storage of hazardous materials, as ruled by industry or governmental regulations.
With each container tagged to indicate the type and quantity of contents, its introduction and
placement in a specific storage location can be combined with information about other items already
stored in that area to ensure adding the new container conforms to all safety rules (Cordis, 2006). If
not, an alarm could be sounded so that the container is not left in that location. Appropriate removal
of a container would be verified by a subsequent read operation. In this case, privacy would seem
useful to protect materials from potential thieves or saboteurs. The need for non-repudiation more
likely depends on the types of materials being stored.
5. SECURITY PROVISIONS
Once the security requirements of an application are identified, the method of providing that
security needs to be determined. In this section we examine the capabilities of RFID technology.
The literature discusses many kinds of mechanisms that could be used by RFID tags and readers to
fulfill security requirements ( Karygiannis et al, 2007; Rieback et al, 2006c; Gao et al, 2004). For
the P.A.I.N. security categories discussed above, we suggest some RFID mechanisms to use in
protecting against typical threats. References are meant to be examples and not a comprehensive
bibliography.
The fundamental threat to privacy is that tag data will be captured and used by an unauthorized
reader, leading to various inappropriate or unwanted activities such as: identification, location,
tracking, matching, disclosure of related data, etc. (Garfinkel et al, 2005). Such activities may
constitute corporate espionage, remote surveillance of individuals, or capture of personal information (Neuman and Weinstein, 2006). To protect against unauthorized reading, we recommend
considering:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

minimizing the distance between tags and authorized readers to reduce the likelihood that
unauthorized readers can overhear the transmissions exchanged (Garfinkel et al, 2005) or to
help distinguish unauthorized from authorized readers (Queisser et al, 2006)
shielding, such as a Faraday cage applied directly around tags (Kirk, undated) or to a limited
environment in which readers can exchange data with tags (Karygiannis et al, 2007)
protected commands to turn a tag on and off or to kill it forever once it leaves the vicinity of an
authorized reader (Ohkubo, Suzuki, and Kinoshita, 2005), or physical on/off controls (Collins,
2006a)
destruction of the tag once it has served its primary purpose so that it cannot be abused later
(Karjoth and Moskowitz, 2005)
cover coding for communication between tags and reader to interfere with an unauthorized
reader’s ability to extract information from exchanges (Karygiannis et al, 2007)
encryption of data stored on the tag or communicated between tag and reader to prevent use of
any unauthorized data capture (Kaps et al, 2007)
introduction of noise into the reading environment to reduce the likelihood that an unauthorized
reader can distinguish the exchanges for a particular tag being read (Juels et al, 2003)
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•

use of authentication mechanisms (from simple passwords to sophisticated multi-factor
techniques) to identify authorized readers (Engberg et al, 2004; Lehtonen et al, 2006)

Availability means that all necessary components of the system can perform their functions
properly at the time and place required. Lack of availability means that tags are not read/recognized
or tag data are not captured when they should be. Availability can be compromised by component
or system failures, readers not fast enough to keep up with the speed or volume of passing tags, or
denial of service attacks. Tags that cannot be read due to orientation or intervening opaque materials
are beyond the scope of this paper. Recommendations to mitigate availability threats have generally
been focused on specific issues rather than offering broad-based approaches. Types of proposals
include using:
•
•

•

reliable design techniques with redundant components to minimize the probability of outages or
overload
‘fast’ readers or techniques (Floerkemeier, 2006; Magellan Technology, 2006) and physical
controls (Karygiannis et al, 2007) to minimize the chance of tags getting past a reader without
being properly identified
intrusion detection systems (IDS) to prevent attacks such as those causing battery exhaustion
(for an example, see Nash et al, 2005)

Integrity encompasses keeping data content accurate, complete, and consistent, as it is captured
from tags or exchanged between tags and readers. This means nothing is missed or lost, no
counterfeits are accepted, all changes are made accurately and only by authorized entities, and no
malware is introduced. Protection for integrity generally entails providing redundant information
for error detection, rejecting counterfeits and detecting/rejecting replay attacks, authenticating
before changes are made, and logging of change activity for auditing purposes. We recommend
investigating the following mechanisms and further discussion of issues:
•
•
•
•

checksums, hashing (Lee, Asano, and Kim, 2006; Burmester, van Lee, and de Medeiros, 2006),
and digital signatures for error/change detection
protection from cloning (Juels, 2005; Dimitriou, 2005)
tag and/or reader authentication (Kathikeyan and Nesterenko, 2005; Cui et al, 2007)
potential for malware infection through data captured from tag reads (Rieback et al, 2006a;
Rieback et al, 2006b)

A typical barrier in many privacy and integrity protection approaches is the limited power and
data storage capacity that are characteristic particularly of today’s inexpensive passive tags. A
growing amount of research (e.g., Weis, 2005; Ruland and Lohmann, 2007) is focused on providing
security within such limitations.
For the purposes of this paper, non-repudiation threats include claims that a particular tag was or
was not present at a particular place and time and claims that a particular reader did or did not read
a specific tag’s data. As in more general security scenarios, digital signatures are recommended to
counter non-repudiation threats. The challenge with RFID is once again to work within the limited
computational and storage capabilities, especially for passive tags (Ruland and Lohmann, 2007).
6. SCOPE AND ROLE OF STANDARDS
Standards for RFID technology have come primarily from two directions, EPCglobal and ISO
18000.
214
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EPCglobal (www.epcglobalinc.org) is a nonprofit, membership organization dedicated to
developing industry standards for the electronic product code replacement/augmentation to
traditional bar codes and to promoting the use of RFID throughout the retail supply chain. It is the
successor to the Auto-ID Center started originally at MIT and published its first specifications from
that earlier work. The current scope of coverage includes (EPCglobal, 2005):
•
•
•

Class 0: tags operating at 900 MHz (UHF)
Class 1, Generation 1: tags operating at 13.56 MHz (HF), with range up to 1 metre; and tags
using the 860-960 MHz (UHF) band that is more suitable for item management
Class 1, Generation 2: tags provide a kill command, optional password protection, optional user
memory, cover coding, lock command (temporary or permanent) for write or read/write
protection of a memory area

EPCglobal’s Class 1, Generation 2 air interface protocol was approved in June 2006 as ISO
18000-6c and published as an amendment, thus officially becoming an international standard.
The formally accepted standards for RFID have been developed through the International
Organization for Standardization’s (ISO) joint technical committee with the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), JTC 1 (Information Technology). Subcommittee SC31
(automatic identification and data capture techniques) is responsible for the standards family 18000
(radio frequency identification for item management), which currently includes:
•
•
•
•
•

•

18000-1, reference architecture and definition of parameters to be standardized
18000-2, parameters for air interface communications below 135 kHz (range < 0.01 m, with
frequency approved worldwide for industrial, scientific, and medical, ISM, applications)
18000-3, parameters for air interface communications at 13.56 MHz (frequency approved
worldwide for ISM applications)
18000-4, parameters for air interface communications at 2.45 GHz (approved ISM frequency
but may conflict with microwave ovens)
18000-6, parameters for air interface communications at 860 MHz to 960 MHz (approved ISM
frequency range is only 902-928 MHz; conflicts with cordless and cellular telephones in some
countries)
18000-7, parameters for active air interface communications at 433 MHz

Thus the standards of interest for use in applications suggested by this paper are limited in
practice to 18000-3 and 18000-6. Other ISO standards such as 11784/11785 for animal tracking,
14443 for contactless smart cards, and 15693 for vicinity smart cards are outside the scope of this
paper.
Table 2 shows what the two standards of interest provide as mechanisms to handle each of the
security requirements described above. We find numerous important mechanisms that are not
specified by today’s standards, with the most notable deficiencies being encryption, intrusion
detection, anti-cloning, anti-malware, and digital signature capabilities. In addition, standard
authentication offers only password protection, which may or may not be sufficient in various
application scenarios. Such limitations need to be considered carefully in each application context
before RFID is deemed suitable for adoption.
A comprehensive and detailed comparison of the full scope of these standards has been
published by the Global RFID Interoperability Forum for Standards (GRIFS) in order “to improve
collaboration in RFID standardization and thereby to improve the global consistency of RFID
standards” (Chartier and van den Akker, 2008).
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PRIVACY
Distance minimization
or checking
Shielding tags or environs
On/off commands

Kill command
Tag destruction
Cover coding
Encryption
Noise
Authentication

AVAILABILITY
Reliable design
Fast readers (Magellan
Technology, 2006)
Intrusion detection
INTEGRITY
Checksums, hashing,
digital signatures

Anti-cloning protection
Authentication

Anti-malware protection
NON-REPUDIATION
Digital signatures

EPCglobal Class 1 Gen 2
(ISO 18000-6c)

ISO 18000-3
(Karygiannis et al, 2007)

Read range up to ~10 m

Read range < 2 m

<not included>
Lock command for temporary
or permanent write-protect or
read/write-protect of a memory
area
included
<application issue>
included
<not included>
<not included>
Optional 32-bit kill password
and 32-bit access password,
individually lockable

<not included>
Memory blocks can be
permanently locked; Mode 2
also provides memory write
protection
<not included>
<application issue>
<not included>
<not included>
<not included>
Password protection for read
commands and for write
commands

<implementation issue>
Complex anti-collision
mechanism

<implementation issue>
Simple anti-collision mechanism;
theoretical read ~1200 tags/sec
and 800/sec in real applications
<not included>

<not included>
CRC-16 error detection (except
query is CRC-5) only

<not included>
Optional 32-bit kill password
and 32-bit access password,
individually lockable
<not included>

CRC-16 error detection; Mode 2
uses 16-bit for commands, 32-bit
in replies (Magellan Technology,
2006)
<not included>
Mode 2 has password protection
for read commands and for
write commands
<not included>

<not included>

<not included>

Table 2: Security Mechanisms Included in Standards Specifications

7. TECHNOLOGY READINESS TO MEET APPLICATION NEEDS
Given the broad interest in RFID, we propose a simple process for determining whether the
technology is ready to handle the requirements of a particular application:
a) Decompose the application into a sequence of RFID functions as those described above
(presence, access, matching, transaction, proximity)
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b) Determine the security requirements that pertain to each use of each RFID function
c) Evaluate standards and products to select from the available mechanisms those which best meet
the application requirements
d) Using the P.A.I.N. threat definitions above, assess the risks associated with all requirements that
are not fully met (i.e., estimate the probabilities of occurrence and the impact or scope of
APPLICATION
PRIVACY

Inventory,
low value
(presence)
Inventory,
high value
(presence)
Medical couplers
(presence)
Targeted
marketing
(presence)
Keyless entry,
car (access)
Keyless entry,
low-security
building (access)
Keyless entry,
high-security
building (access)
Boundary alarm,
child (access)
Retail door alarm
(access)
Financial
(transaction)

SECURITY MECHANISMS
AVAILABILITY
INTEGRITY

NON-REPUDIATION

Cover coding,
noisy environs,
encryption, reader
authentication
Encryption, tag
& reader
authentication
Limited distance,
cover coding
Cover coding,
noisy environs,
shielding
Encryption,
authentication
Cover coding and
shielding

Reliable design,
fast readers, IDS

Checksums,
anti-cloning,
anti-malware

Not needed

Reliable design,
fast readers, IDS

Hashing,
anti-cloning,
anti-malware
Checksums,
anti-cloning
Checksums,
anti-cloning

Digital signature

Not needed

Encryption and
authentication

Reliable design,
fast readers, IDS

Encryption,
authentication
Shielding

Reliable design,
IDS
Reliable design,
fast readers, IDS

Checksums,
anti-cloning
Checksums,
anti-cloning,
anti-malware
Checksums,
anti-cloning,
anti-malware
Checksums

Not needed

Encryption,
authentication

Reliable design,
fast readers, IDS

Checksums,
anti-cloning,
anti-malware
Checksums,
anti-cloning,
anti-malware
Checksums,
anti-cloning,
anti-malware
Checksums,
anti-cloning,
anti-malware
Checksums,
anti-cloning,
anti-malware

Reliable
components
Reliable design

Reliable
components
Reliable design,
fast readers, IDS

Hospital pharmacy Cover coding,
(matching)
limited distance

Reliable design

Hospital patient
attending
(matching)
Hazardousmaterials storage
(proximity)

Reliable design,
IDS

Cover coding,
limited distance
(if needed at all)
Encryption,
authentication

Reliable design,
fast readers, IDS

Not needed
Not needed

Not needed

Digital signature

Not needed

Digital signature

Digital signature

Digital signature

Digital signature
(if needed)

Table 3: Suggested Security Mechanisms for Sample RFID Applications
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damage for each, then determine severity by multiplying the two factors together)
e) Balance the estimated risk and added costs against projected benefits and decide whether or not
to implement using the available technology
Table 3 provides a sample overview of results from steps a and b for various applications when
considering only the primary RFID function necessary for each. Using a detailed tabulation for a
particular application would provide the evaluation criteria in step c to select suitable products. It’s
important to recognize that steps c–e are all snapshots in time, based specifically on product
capabilities, implementer expectations, and general market/consumer readiness.
Using the low-value inventory application as an example, Table 3 recommends cover coding,
noisy environs, encryption, and reader authentication as the mechanisms to address privacy in step
c. Table 2 shows that the ISO 18000-6c standard includes cover coding and an optional 32-bit access
password but not noise or encryption mechanisms, while ISO 18000-3 includes only password
protection for read/write commands. Cover coding protects information and commands from reader
to tag (e.g., passwords and commands) while noisy environs would protect the weaker signals from
tag to reader (for the passive tags likely to be used in this application). If the primary threat is
expected to be from unauthorized readers outside the facility (where reader-to-tag distances are
greater than for authorized readers), it is more likely that reader transmissions would be overheard
than tag transmissions. This makes cover coding important and favors products that conform to
18000-6c for privacy.
Each application requirement would be assessed similarly as part of step c. Using Table 3 for
requirements and Table 2 for mechanisms, we find 18000-3 preferable for availability (faster reads)
and little difference between the standards for integrity (both supporting only checksums), with
non-repudiation not being required for low-value inventory. Standard/product selection would thus
depend on the relative importance of cover coding for privacy and fast reads for availability.
Step d of the process is often difficult because it requires assumptions, any of which might have
its validity called into question. We recommend addressing this issue by creating three levels of risk
assessment: optimistic case, most likely case, and pessimistic case for each identified threat. Table
4 presents a sample for the loss of privacy in our low-value inventory situation where a competitor
uses stolen data to anticipate an out-of-stock condition on a popular item. Note that assumptions
must be presented with the risk calculations to support credibility. Complexity increases if multiple
threats need to be combined into larger impact models or unanticipated, generic threats need to be
included.
CASE
Optimistic
Most Likely
Pessimistic

PROBABILITY OF IMPACT OR SCOPE
OCCURRENCE
OF DAMAGE
2%
$2,000
5%
$8,000
10%
$32,000

SEVERITY
$40
$400
$3,200

ASSUMPTIONS:
• Competitor runs promotion on low-stock item that takes time to re-order
Optimistic: lost sales of 100 items @ $20
Most Likely: lost sales of 400 items @ $20
Pessimistic: lost sales of 1600 items @ $20
Table 4: Sample Risk Assessment Summary for Loss of Privacy to a Competitor
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In step e, costs from particular standard and product selections in step c and risks from the
analysis of step d are balanced against the benefits of using RFID technology. If pilferage is high
and use of RFID can reduce losses more than any other approach and more than it increases risk,
then proceeding to use RFID in our low-value inventory example would be worthwhile.
Keep in mind that the five-step process proposed here was developed from a very narrow focus
on communication between RFID tags and readers without considering the many issues related to
security of the other elements of any application system (host/server, database, network, users, etc.).
RFID capabilities for security are only part of a much larger approach to making an application
secure and RFID mechanisms can be only one piece of a complete solution (McLean, 2003).
8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented an overview of some of the security requirements for applications using
RFID technology. We suggest a five step process to evaluate the security requirements of the RFID
application and give some examples to show how the process might be used. Consideration of how
the RFID technology itself can provide the desired level of security is one important step in the process
of choosing the mechanism that will ultimately be used to make an application secure. Although some
standards have been established, the ever-expanding use of RFID technology indicates there is an
increasing need to improve standards and take all the steps necessary to provide security.
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